Objective: The objective of the study was to determine whether physician–scientists in psychiatry in Canada are in decline, as was reported for medicine overall during the 1990s in the United States. Design: Federal databases were searched to study grant applications in the area of mental health submitted by physician–scientists compared with PhD–scientists for the period 1985–2001. A survey of Canadian Residency Training Program Directors was carried out for the graduating class of 2000. Setting: The Canadian publicly funded university system. Participants: Applicants to the Medical Research Council of Canada and its successor, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, for operating grant support and Residency Training Program Directors. Interventions: None. Outcome measures: Comparison over time between MD and PhD applicants regarding the number of grant applications submitted, the proportion of applications funded and the number of new applications submitted, with separation of applications submitted to a predominantly “biomedical” peer review committee and to a predominantly “clinical research” peer review committee. The survey obtained information about a number of variables related to research training. Results: The situation for physician–scientists in psychiatry in Canada appeared remarkably similar to general findings in US studies. Relative to PhD applicants, fewer grant proposals were being made by physicians (paired \( t_{16} = 7.08, p < 0.001 \)) and, in consequence, fewer proposals were funded. The proportion of proposals funded was similar for MD and PhD applicants (paired \( t_{16} = 0.27, p = 0.79 \)). Grant applications made to the predominantly biomedical committee were more likely to be funded than applications to the committee with an orientation toward clinical research (paired \( t = 5.53, p < 0.001 \)). Applications by PhD–scientists to the biomedical committee showed the largest increase over time and were the most successful. From the survey of graduating classes, close to one-third of residents had authored or co-authored a publication during residency. Only 7% were proceeding to research fellowship training. The remuneration available for fellowship training was about one-third of what graduating classmates could expect to earn in the first year of practice. Conclusions: Quantitative data indicate that physician–scientists in psychiatry in Canada are experiencing the same pressures and challenges as physician–scientists in the United States. A plan of action tailored to the needs of the psychiatric community in Canada needs to be developed.
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Introduction

The role of physicians in medical research, and the place of clinical research in medicine, is in what some consider to be a very tenuous position. Physician–scientists are described as “endangered and essential,” and academic medicine is said to be in “an embattled state.” In this context, one of us (W.G.H.) was asked by the Association of Chairs of Psychiatry of Canada to prepare a report on the state of clinician–scientists in Departments of Psychiatry in Canada.

For the purposes of the report, we examined the role of physician–scientists compared with PhD–scientists. This approach was taken for several reasons, mostly pragmatic. Most of the available literature compares researchers with MDs to those with PhDs. Statistics on grant applications allow the comparison of MD applicants with PhD applicants. Clinical psychologists and other clinicians are important contributors to psychiatric research, but the data available for the present study did not separate clinician–PhD research from basic science–PhD research. However, through analysis of different grant-awarding committees, we attempted to obtain results allowing for the comparison of clinical with basic research in mental health. For the purposes of the present report, the term “clinician–scientist” is therefore used to refer to medically trained clinicians.

The important role of nonmedical clinicians in psychiatric research deserves consideration elsewhere.

Clinician–scientists: definitions and observations in the United States

The “handshake test” (direct contact between patient and investigator) has been used as the criterion for defining clinical research. Another definition restricts the concept to research of a translational nature, moving from laboratory bench to bedside. A broader definition includes clinical trials and epidemiologic, health services and behavioural studies. Disease-oriented or basic research that can be carried out in cell lines or animal models is excluded by some; however, others argue that clinical training brings a different perspective to even these research strategies.

US data for medicine as a whole are available and were recently summarized. These observations indicated a significant decline in the proportion of MD-trained compared with PhD-trained investigators applying for National Institutes of Health (NIH) operating grants, a very negative trend in the number of first-time applications from MDs and a declining proportion of MDs entering research fellowship training positions. Finally, a substantial decline among medical students in interest in a career in research was described.
Psychiatry compared with other medical specialties

In the 1980s, 34% of US faculty in a range of medical and surgical specialties had postdoctoral research training compared with only 12% in departments of psychiatry. In consequence, although two-thirds of faculty in other departments participated in research, only one-half of faculty in psychiatry appeared to have research involvement. In terms of federal grant funding, the percentages were 13% overall versus only 5% in psychiatry. The results of a subsequent study with a different methodology were similar, and more recent data have indicated that psychiatry continues to lag behind other branches of medicine. Lack of research involvement by faculty members contributes to a shortage of mentors, which serves to perpetuate these difficulties. Training in research for at least 24 months following specialty training in psychiatry was a threshold required to predict more involvement in research as a career choice.

Canadian perspectives on clinician–scientists

Overall, the Canadian situation appears similar to that in the United States. The proportion of physicians holding Medical Research Council of Canada (MRC) grants declined by one-third from 1986 to 1996. Psychiatry in Canada also shows parallels with the United States. In 1987, at the University of Toronto, 10% of faculty in the Department of Psychiatry held peer-reviewed grants; of psychiatrists within the department, this was 9%. In 1996, a survey of training and productivity in Canadian departments of psychiatry was published. Research was defined as “systematic study performed with the objective of developing knowledge, which usually leads to publication and which may be the basis for funding support.” Of all MDs on faculty, 48% reported no research involvement and 41%, limited involvement (less than 20% of their time). For full-time MD faculty, only 24% reported spending more than 20% of their time doing research. The report then defined researchers as faculty who spent more than 20% of their time in research, had authored or co-authored 1 article within the past 2 years and had research space assigned or external funding. Of all MD faculty, 16% met these criteria; and of full-time MDs, only 29% could be described as researchers even by these very broad criteria. This was in contrast with full-time PhD members of these departments, for whom 82% satisfied these criteria. In this study, factors related to level of involvement of faculty in research were as follows:

- research experience during medical school
- availability of mentoring
- gender (women were less involved than men)

Factors unrelated to level of research involvement were as follows:

- medical or residency training abroad; however, medical and residency training abroad was positively related to research involvement, suggesting the importance of being able to recruit from outside Canada
- subspecialty training

In a survey of graduating residents in 1975, Leichner identified definite interest in full-time research in 8.9%, with definite interest in part-time research in 29%. In a 1980 study, definite interest in a career related to research was described by 4%, and by 1985 the combined definite interest in full-time or part-time research had declined to 10%.

Concern about the state of physician–scientists is not new. For the present report, we reviewed a subset of operating-grant applications to the MRC from 1985–1999 and its successor, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), from 2000–2001. From 1985–1993, operating grants related to psychiatry and mental health were reviewed by 1 committee, Behavioural Sciences (BS). From 1994–2001, due to the increase in the number of grant applications submitted, 2 committees reviewed grants in this area. The Behavioural Sciences A (BSA) committee reviewed grants in the biomedical category, including studies of animal models and of brain mechanisms in healthy human subjects. The Behavioural Sciences B (BSB) committee reviewed grants in the clinical research category, including studies of subjects with mental disorders. There are other grant review committees in the MRC/CIHR that may have reviewed grants related to psychiatric disorders (such as the Clinical Trials and Neurosciences Committees). It was not feasible to do an all-inclusive review, because other committees have mandates that are not restricted to mental health. A brief survey of postgraduate training programs in Departments of Psychiatry in Canada was also carried out.

Methods

Survey of grant applications and funding from the MRC/CIHR

The database of operating-grant applications submitted to MRC/CIHR was used to determine, on a yearly basis, the number of grant applications submitted to the BS/BSA/BSB committees. The database also contains information concerning the degree(s) held by the principal investigator. For this purpose, we
grouped applicants as holding an MD, an MD and a PhD, or a PhD (specific degree equivalents used in the search appear in Appendix 1). A limited number of comparisons of MD with MD/PhD applications were made to investigate the possible role of formal postgraduate training in research. For the purposes of most comparisons, we grouped MD and MD/PhD applicants for comparison with PhD applicants.

In addition to the number of grant applications submitted, we recorded the number of grants awarded. The number of first-time applications was also determined. The database extends back to 1985 only, so reapplications may be identified as first-time applications for those who held a grant before 1985. For this reason, we considered 1990–2001 to be the sampling frame for this analysis.

As an approximation, grant applications submitted to the BSA committee could be considered biomedical research and grant applications to the BSB committee, clinical research in orientation. Comparison of the number of grants between committees is of limited value, however, because equalizing the workload of the committees did play a role in assignment by the MRC/CIHR. We compared the proportion of MD with PhD applicants within each committee. Our assumption was that PhD applicants to BSA would probably represent the best measure of biomedical research grants, and PhD or MD applications to BSB would reflect the clinical research grants.

Survey of Canadian Postgraduate Training Programs

We surveyed the Directors of Postgraduate Training Programs in Departments of Psychiatry in Canada concerning the graduating class of 2000. We asked for:

- the number of residents proceeding to fellowship training
- the number of residents proceeding to research fellowship training
- the number of residents listed as an author on a published paper
- the number of residents being offered faculty positions
- the remuneration offered residents and fellows

Results

Survey of grant applications and funding from the MRC/CIHR

Consistently more grant applications were submitted by MDs than by MD/PhDs (paired \( t_{16} = 7.08, p < 0.001 \)); however, patterns of change over time appeared to be similar. There were no significant differences in the percentage of successful applications between MD and MD/PhD applicants. For purposes of comparison with PhD applications, MD and MD/PhD applicants were pooled.

Consistently more applications were submitted by PhD applicants than by the pooled MD group (paired \( t_{16} = 8.87, p < 0.001 \)). As seen in Fig. 1, the slope of the increase in applications over time in the PhD group (6.6/yr) was about double that in the pooled MD group (3.0/yr). The same pattern is apparent in the number of funded grants. There was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of successful applications between PhD and pooled MD applicants (paired \( t_{16} = 0.27, p = 0.79 \)) (Fig. 2).

The number of first-time applications did not appear to show consistent changes over time for either the PhD or pooled MD groups.

Applications to BSA and BSB for the period 1995–2001 are illustrated in Fig. 3. The trend of increased grant applications and funded grants for PhD applicants identified previously appeared to be related primarily to biomedical applications submitted to the BSA committee. Submissions from pooled MD applicants showed little change in either committee.

Within the 2 committees, PhD and pooled MD applicants were equally likely to be successful (BSA paired \( t = 0.59, p = 0.58 \); BSB paired \( t = 1.60, p = 0.15 \)). However, it was of interest that the overall rate of success in BSA (mean 34.4%, standard deviation [SD] 7.2%) was significantly greater than in BSB (mean 26.8%, SD 5.7%) (paired \( t = 5.53, p < 0.001 \)).

Survey of Canadian Postgraduate Training Programs

Responses were obtained from Directors of Postgraduate Training in 14 of 16 Canadian Departments of Psychiatry. The total number of graduating residents represented in this sample was 97. Of this group, 39 (40%) were continuing training in a fellowship; however, only 7 (7%) were proceeding to a research fellowship. Twenty-nine (30%) individuals had authored or were co-authors on a published paper during residency, which provides an objective marker for interest and experience in research during residency training. Only 6 graduates applied for CIHR fellowships, and 7 applied for provincial fellowships (probably an overlapping group). We asked how many residents were being offered academic faculty positions (geographic full-time) directly following graduation. The number was 12, probably exceeding the number applying for fellowship training. The salary range for final-year residents during 2000 was $44 662–$56 820. The CIHR fellowship
stipend that year was $45,000, and the remuneration for the first year of the CIHR Clinician–Scientist Award was $48,000. As a comparison, in British Columbia psychiatrists may choose to work sessionally (at a fixed rate of remuneration) in a hospital or community care team setting and earn in excess of $150,000 yearly, beginning immediately after graduation.

Discussion

The results of the present study indicate that trends concerning physician–scientists in Canadian psychiatry were very similar to those reported for all physician–scientists in the United States. Fewer applications than expected were made for operating-grant support from physician–scientists, in the presence of increased numbers of available grants. The quality of grant applications submitted did not appear to be at issue: physician–scientists’ applications were as likely to be successful as PhD–scientists’ applications. However, of concern for clinical research, increasing numbers of grant applications appeared to be directed toward more basic biomedical questions, at least as assessed by applications by PhD–scientists to the CIHR committee with this orientation (BSA). It is to the credit of these applicants that their proposals were of very high quality and were more likely to be funded than clinical grant applications.

The data presented here are largely descriptive, and
their main value lies in documenting the problem. The survey of residency programs indicated that close to one-third of residents participated in research or scholarship during training, as evidenced by contributing to a publication. The potential to train more physician-scientists appears to be present. A brief summary of several issues related to problems in training clinician-scientists follows. This is far from comprehensive, and discussion within the academic psychiatry community will be needed before action can be taken.

**Obstacles to training clinician-scientists**

A report from the US Institute of Medicine identified the following obstacles to faculty participation in research:

- insufficient formal training of faculty in research methodology
- lack of mentors
- student debt
- emphasis on cellular/molecular research over patient-oriented research

Although many advocate incorporating research training into residency programs, there is also general agreement that a requirement for a successful career in research is a 2–3 year fellowship that emphasizes research. Important features of a clinician-scientist training program could include formal training in evidence-based medicine, biostatistics and epidemiology, research design and management, ethical conduct and grant application writing. Beyond this core, project-specific training would also be necessary. A significant role for obtaining MPH or PhD degrees as part of this training is suggested by some, as is spending at least 60% of time in course work and research training studies. Costs are likely to be high, as much as $70,000–$80,000 per fellow is estimated in US settings.

The importance of mentors in research training was universally stressed. Components of this role may include clinical knowledge, methodology and general career planning. A single individual may not be the source of all of these aspects of mentoring for clinician-scientist trainees. At the present time, with the concentration of research faculty in a limited number of institutions, access to physician-scientist mentors is restricted considerably. A further consideration when trying to provide mentoring is that women may have differing needs regarding training and early career development compared with men.

Debt may be of less concern at present in Canada...
compared with the United States; however, it is likely to play a larger role in the near future. Senior resident salaries in Canada in 2000 ranged from $44 662/yr to $56 820/yr. Due to the nature of the Canadian system, income immediately following certification can easily increase 3-fold. In contrast, the CIHR stipend for a clinically trained postgraduate fellow was $45 000/yr. This stipend requires that 75% of the fellow’s time be spent on research, and compensation for clinical service outside of this is permitted according to the policies of the sponsoring institution. For a phase I clinician–scientist, the salary from CIHR was $48 000/yr.

Clearly, there is increasing competition for a shrinking pool of individuals with an orientation toward research careers. However, establishing a dichotomy between cell/molecular and clinical research has the potential to be counterproductive, when the more fundamental issue is the recruitment of physicians in general to research careers.

Clinical research and faculty

The importance of department heads in the research activities of faculty was stressed in several papers. Specific note was made of the need to lead by example, to establish hiring policies requiring research fellowship training and to create a training environment where mentoring of residents is feasible. It has been suggested that establishing clinical investigation units may be of considerable importance. Protected time for research must be available. A US study noted that for every 10 hours per week of clinical work, the odds of having grant support for research decreased 23%. Garfinkel et al suggested that 12–15 hours per week spent performing clinical work and supervising residents (while on a clinical investigation unit) was an appropriate amount of clinical responsibility.

In the United States, significant changes have been made to address some of these problems in order to reverse the downward trends in training clinician–scientists and to improve clinical research in general. Steps have been taken to improve this situation in clinical research as a whole in Canada by the CIHR, and the current draft version of the CIHR report on clinician–scientists is replete with 110 recommendations. Nathan provided a most interesting commentary on the history of careers in clinical research from the US perspective. The role of clinicians in research, emphasis on basic versus clinical research, the changing culture of medical school admission policies and methods of instruction, grant funding mechanisms and criteria for academic success are all important factors. In considering how to move forward in psychiatry, a similar examination and discussion might be of particular value.
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### Appendix 1: Degree equivalents used in searching the Canadian Institutes of Health Research database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MD equivalent</th>
<th>PhD equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Dipl.-Psych</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.B.</td>
<td>Ph.D.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM, BCh.</td>
<td>Dr. sc. nat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB, ChB</td>
<td>D.Ps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB, BS</td>
<td>D.Soc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB, BCh.</td>
<td>D.Litt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.D.</td>
<td>D.Ph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD, CM</td>
<td>D.Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.H.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fil.dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psy.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. P.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.Sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. phil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>habil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HDR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bachelor of Medicine   | Doctorat d’état   |
| Bachelor of Medicine   | Doctorat en Psychologie |
| Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery | Doctorat en Sociologie |
| Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery | Doctorate of Letters |
| Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery | Doctor of Philosophy |
|                       | Doctor of Education |
|                       | Doctor of Education |
|                       | Doctor of Human Biology |
|                       | Doctor of Philosophy |
|                       | Doctor of Psychology |
|                       | Doctor of Public Health |
|                       | Doctor of Science |
|                       | Doctor of Social Welfare |
|                       | Doktor der Philosophie |
|                       | Habilitation |
|                       | Habilitation à diriger les recherches |